6th Meeting Report

Team Name: CoreTech
Attendees: All Team Members
Meeting Place: Computer Engineering Department, 2nd floor
Meeting Date/Time: (28-29-30).10.2005, 19:00 - 23:30

- Although we have already formed a draft for the Requirements Analysis Report, there were many additional things to be included. Therefore, this weekend the main subject of the meeting was Requirements Analysis Report. The duties of the members were as follows:

  - All the members together improved the Data Flow Diagram
  - All the members together decided on the State Transition Diagram
  - All the members together modified Use Case Diagram
  - Sercan drew all the diagrams on computer
  - Mustafa and Mehmet extended the introduction that Eda wrote previous week
  - Eda wrote Functional Requirements
  - Sercan wrote Non-Functional Requirements
  - Mehmet drew GanttChart and updated the Living Schedule accordingly
  - Sercan prepared the interview with potential users part of the Report
  - Mustafa modified and summarized the market research in an appropriate way for analysis report
  - Eda and Mehmet prepared the interview with NetCad part of the report
  - Eda prepared the interview with Veysi İşler part of the report

- Website content was updated by Mustafa so that the site contains latest documents including Requirements Analysis Report

- As we stated in the Requirements Analysis Report, we had a negotiation with Okan Sabancilar who is the technical services manager of NetCad Company. Since we could not get detailed technical information, in the following days, we will send them an e-mail which includes our expectations from NetCad.